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Tuesday, February 28, 2012 447atransduction mechanisms [1]: (1) intra-domain conformational changes and (2)
inter-domain conformational changes. The intra-domain mechanism has a sig-
nificant hydrogen bond rearrangement within the domain containing the P-loop,
causing relative motion between two parts of the protein. The inter-domain
mechanism exhibits little conformational change in the P-loop domain. Instead,
the major conformational change is observed between the P-loop domain and
an adjacent domain or subunit containing the arginine finger. These differences
in the mechanical transduction mechanisms may link to the underlying energy
surface governing a Brownian ratchet or a power stroke. This work is supported
by NSF grant CMMI-1125760. [1] Liao, J.-C., (2011)Mechanical Transduction
Mechanisms of RecA-like Molecular Motors, J Biomol Struct Dyn, in press.
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DNA topoisomerases are enzymes that can change the topological state of
DNA without changing its primary structure by changing the linking number
of the molecule. Topoisomerases are able to solve all the topological problems
of DNA that arise during such processes as replication, transcription, recombi-
nation or chromosome separation. In our study, S. cerevisiae topoII structure is
used to investigate structural and energetic changes of the protein from initial
state to final state ( our final state is the DNA-TopoII complex when the protein
binds to DNA and the stage just before the DNA cleavage by TopoII). The sec-
ond goal is to investigate conformational changes of cleavage dependent DNA-
gate and C-gate mechanisms of the protein after the protein captures the DNA.
Lastly, we aim to get the transition rate constants from free energy profile by
employing umbrella sampling method after defining the reaction pathway. In
order to investigate the conformational changes during DNA-gate and C-gate
opening and/or closing processes, small perturbations are introduced by using
HQBMD (Half Quadratic Biased MD) and TMD (Targeted MD) methods by
performing a version of CHARMM (Chemistry at HARvard Macromolecular
Mechanics).
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DNA binding induces the unfolding of inhibitory helix 1 (HI-1) in the Ets-1 hu-
man transcription factor. To investigate the local interactions that stabilize HI-1
in the apo state, we performed simulations of various Ets-1 constructs. Our
results show that the HI-2 and H4 helices stabilize the helical state of HI-1
through specific residue-residue contacts and macrodipolar interactions. The
importance of these contacts was verified by simulations on Ets-1 mutants.
Our calculations indicate the importance of local interactions for the stability
of the HI-1 helix in the apo protein.
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Free energies are important thermodynamic quantities often needed to describe
chemical processes and protein-ligand binding. Accurate calculation of free en-
ergies has been done using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, but these
values are often limited due to the conformational ‘‘trapping’’ of a given system
in a free energy minimum. Accelerated molecular dynamics (aMD) is a hamil-
tonian-modifying method in which the sampling problem is mitigated by add-
ing a bias to the potential energy term, making it easier to traverse the
conformational landscape. By coupling this method with replica exchange (RE-
XAMD), it is further enhanced, evading the statistical re-weighting problem.
We show that REXAMD is ideal for computing accurate solvation free energies
of small molecules.Protein Dynamics II
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University of Maryland- Baltimore County, Baltimore, MD, USA.The Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) affects approximately 200 million people
throughout the world, which makes it a world health concern. There is no
cure for this disease and there are very few effective treatments. The HCV
RNA polymerase (NS5B) has become a drug target because of its importance
for viral replication. Currently, there are four allosteric binding sites that have
several inhibitors that can bind in them. However, the molecular mechanisms
that underlie allosteric inhibition are unclear from the structural data alone.
We employ molecular dynamics simulations and principle component analysis
in order to understand how the presence of allosteric inhibitors impacts the
structure and dynamics of NS5B. By understanding the structural, dynamic,
and thermodynamic changes that accompany ligand binding, we hope to deter-
mine the molecular origins of allosteric inhibition in NS5B. In addition, this in-
formation may aid in the development of novel and more effective inhibitors
for NS5B.
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Regulation of GAL genes in Sacharomyces cerevisiae is governed by at least
three proteins, Gal3p/Gal1p, Gal80p and Gal4p. Though Gal3p/Gal1p interac-
tions with Gal80p are induced by the presence of ligands ATP and galactose,
neither the induction mechanisms nor the galactose activated binding surface
of Gal3p with Gal80p is known. In our lab (under review) we had shown
that the presence of ligands ATP and galctose are responsible for local confor-
mational changes in inducer proteins Gal3p and Gal1p. We also showed that
Gal3p behaves differently from Gal1p, and a large hydrophobic surface opens
up only on the surface of Gal3p in the presence of ligands ATP and galactose.
Further the initial docking studies suggested these regions may be the possible
interface between Gal3p/Gal1p and Gal80p. Continuing these studies, in this
work, we address the nature of Gal3p-Gal80p and Gal1p-Gal80p interactions
and the role of several residues involved in specific interactions at the interface.
Our results indicate that though Gal80p invariably docked at same surface of
Gal1p in all docked models, it behaves differently with Gal80p. Unlike
Gal1p-Gal80p complexes Gal3p-Gal80p complexes always involved the
same interacting surfaces in all docked models. Further the interaction potential
energy for Gal1p-Gal80p complexes are mostly dominated by Van der Waal
interactions. In contrast, approximately equal contributions of coulomb and
Van der Waals interactions comprised potential energy of Gal3p-Gal80p com-
plexes. Observations of various interface parameters suggested that Gal3p-
Gal80p interactions are involved in a biologically more significant complex
formation in comparison to Gal1p-Gal80p complexes. Thus, the above differ-
ences at the interface might be permitting Gal3p to act as transcriptional
inducer with higher specificity in comparison to Gal1p though both are homol-
ogous proteins and share about 92% sequence identity.
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The level of transcription factor p53 is negatively regulated by E3 ubiguitin li-
gase murine double minute clone 2 (MDM2). The interaction between p53 and
MDM2 is essential for the survival of the cell and for organism activity. Struc-
tural studies revealed that MDM2 binds to p53 transactivation domain
(p53TAD) from residues 17 to 29. The K24Nmutation of p53TAD is a naturally
occurring mutation that is found in human choriocarcinoma cell lines. In this
study we used molecular dynamics simulation to determine how the K24N mu-
tation affects the affinity, structure, and dynamics of p53TAD binding to
MDM2. The results suggest that the K24N mutation decreases the affinity be-
tween p53TAD and MDM2 due primarily to the entropic contribution to the
binding free energy. The results are consistent with experiments and show
that this entropy difference is due to a change in the structure of the protein-
protein complex that increases the bound flexibility of both the mutant
p53TAD and MDM2.
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Tryptophan is a spectroscopic marker of protein environment because the fluo-
rescence emission maximum of its residue, indole, is sensitive to both solvent
and the immediate protein environment. The ease of measuring indole
